
2017 will be another year of big change for the global 
LNG market as more new Australian production 
starts up and the momentum then swings to the US.

Concerns will persist on demand from East Asia, 
with nuclear plants likely to come back in Japan 
and South Korea while India will remain an alluring 
destination for LNG sellers as infrastructure 
develops and independent buyers come to the 
market.

In the Atlantic, the increased role of Henry Hub-linked 
LNG will influence pricing in the global market.

South American demand will remain volatile while 
Europe will offer a market of last resort, albeit with 
strong competition from Russian and Norwegian 
pipe gas.

Africa will continue be an exciting region with new 
production planned from Cameroon and progress 
expected in Mozambique. The Middle East is set to 
absorb spot and short-term volumes. 

Here is the ICIS 2017 outlook for the LNG market. 
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AUSTRALIA

A scheduled ramp-up of Australia’s LNG export capacity in 
2017 supports a bearish supply and demand outlook beyond 
the current firmer pricing in the first quarter.

An additional 22.15mtpa is scheduled to come online in 
2017 and 4.45mtpa in 2018, according to LNG Edge, 
underpinned by long-term supply contracts into East Asia.

The start of the 9.0mtpa Australia Pacific LNG (APLNG) and 
7.8mtpa Gladstone LNG (GLNG) projects in 2016 means 
eastern Australia now has six operational trains that can 
export 25.3mtpa at full capacity.

On the west coast, production at the new three-train 
15.6mtpa Gorgon LNG project began in 2016 and should 
increase this year - despite recent technical issues.

The nearby 8.9mtpa Wheatstone LNG project, though 
delayed a number of times, is scheduled to produce its first 
cargo around mid-2017.

In the north, the 8.9mtpa Ichthys LNG project is due to start 
and ramp up in the second half of 2017.

At least 5% of this new production is estimated to be 
uncommitted offtake. This excludes any potential downward 
adjustment in delivered quantity from long-term buyers.

New demand from east Asia – Australia’s largest LNG 
importer – remains weak.

Market sources say that a few mid-term contracts at the 
North West Shelf and Pluto projects on the northwest coast 
may not be renewed which could mean potentially more 
short-term supply and downward pressure on spot prices.

CHINA

A price increase of up to 20% from state-owned major gas 
suppliers from 20 November 2016 for the winter is unlikely to 
deter overall domestic consumption in 2017 because of high 
demand for gas-fired central heating.

Monthly LNG imports in 2017 are expected to continue an 
uptrend that began the previous year as China improves its 
structural gas fundamentals.

State-owned majors CNOOC and Sinopec are unlikely 
to require spot cargoes because of their contractual 
oversupply, but would consider LNG swaps or cargo resales.

PetroChina will continue to optimise its LNG portfolio in both 
Atlantic and Pacific basins as well as participate or back 
trade in tenders.

Spot trades may pick up in 2017 if independent buyers can 
secure firm delivery windows from the three majors who still 
control most of the LNG terminals in China.

Only two new terminals are scheduled to start up in 2017, 
but overall utilisation rates could remain low if LNG prices 
are higher than competing fuels.

Approval for proposed terminals is still in the balance as it is 
unclear when China will announce its new five-year strategic 
plan for the energy sector.

The energy regulator, with support from the government, 
is expected to implement more market-related reforms 
to reduce the monopoly state-owned majors hold and 
encourage the use of the Shanghai Petroleum & Natural 
Gas Exchange (SHPGX) for LNG transactions.

However, many Chinese LNG buyers – both mature and 
new – remain unconvinced of its reliability as a price 
benchmark for Asia.

JAPAN

The Japanese LNG market will continue to be contractually 
oversupplied with LNG in the short term, suggesting another 
year of upheaval in 2017.

Kyushu Electric, Kansai Electric and possibly other utilities 
expect to restart nuclear power plants and put back into 
commercial operation this year after false starts in 2016. 
This could continue to whittle away at the country’s LNG 
demand, which has already been falling steadily since 2014.

The Japan Fair Trade Commission is expected to continue 
its investigation into whether destination clauses in LNG 
contracts constitute a monopoly.

Japanese buyers hope the investigation will yield similar 
findings to the European Union’s decisions against 
Gazprom’s destination clauses on natural gas contracts. 
If so, Japan could have a much easier time reselling LNG 
cargoes.

Another trend to watch is the start of the liberalisation 
process for Japan’s natural gas industry.

Japan’s Ministry of Economy, Trade and Industry (METI) 
hopes to open LNG terminals to third parties and expand the 
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country’s natural gas pipeline structure in moves that could 
potentially bring more buyers into the LNG trade.

But implementing those plans will prove difficult as the main 
gas companies and import terminal owners are fighting 
against them, arguing the rules will in essence force them to 
finance their new competitors in the market.

 
SOUTH KOREA

The outlook for LNG demand in South Korea remains dim 
as the country continues to build nuclear power plants and 
shows a preference for coal power over gas.

Plant operator Korea Hydro and Nuclear Power (KHNP) 
plans to bring the new 1.4GW Shin Kori No 4 plan online in 
April 2017. That would make it the country’s sixth brand-new 
nuclear power facility to come online since 2011.

KHNP could also bring back online by the very end of this 
year the four Shin Wolsong nuclear plants it took down for 
inspection in September following a major earthquake.

The absence of output from those plants helped drive up 
LNG demand into South Korea for the last financial quarter 
of 2016, although that boost in imports could reverse early in 
2017 if the plants come back up.

Electricity distributor Korea Electric Power (KEPCO) will 
continue to open new coal-fired facilities as it looks to take 
advantage of cheap prices.

Two new 1GW plants are scheduled to start operations in 
April 2017, according to KEPCO data.

 

TAIWAN

Taiwan’s LNG demand will likely be boosted by two market 
trends in 2017 - the continued sidelining of nuclear power in 
the country plus increasing energy usage.

Taiwan’s state-run electricity provider Taipower plans to 
open two new coal plants during the year, but those will 
simply replace older coal plants that are being retired.

Taipower is expected to take more steps to become its own 
LNG buyer independent of state-run chemical company 
CPC, which normally buys gas for Taipower.

Bureaucratic infighting between the two companies may 
prevent Taipower from using CPC’s two LNG import 
facilities, but recent changes at the top of both companies’ 
management structure may help to bring in some kind of 
agreement that will allow Taipower to buy and import its  
own gas.

 
INDIA

Indian spot LNG liquidity rose sharply in the fourth quarter of 
2016 and the omens are good for 2017 but the market will 
remain price-sensitive.

Buyers may commit to new mid-term volumes, depending 
on prices offered. Companies in the market include 
steelmaker Essar Group, infrastructure operator Adani and 
Bharat Petroleum.

Sellers said the buyers are interested in securing three-year 
deals from April with potential bids of up to 11.5% of Brent 
crude indexation.
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India’s downstream gas market will continue to grow rapidly, 
fuelled largely by the expansion of infrastructure and pipeline 
connectivity, particularly in the western part of the country.

State-owned GSPC and gas-network operator GAIL are 
increasing their portfolio of clients that have no access to 
competitive fuels which in the longer term could reduce price 
sensitivity.

Mumbai-based Hindustan Petroleum is seeking to start 
independent LNG imports in 2017 in order to supply 
customers within its extensive liquefied petroleum gas 
portfolio, a source said.

Other reasonably new buyers, such as power producer 
Torrent Power and fertiliser manufacturer FACT, are also 
likely to enter the market independently.

As a result, the role of buying consortium Petronet on the 
short-term market may be significantly smaller as individual 
members secure volumes independently.

In the short term, price will remain a key issue affecting 
buying in 2017. Despite rapid growth of the country’s gas 
sector, oil-derived products and coal remain the leading 
sources of power generation.

A crude price on the basis of an Indian import basket of $55/
bbl would yield a ceiling of around $8.50/MMBtu for spot 
LNG imports even for large buyers like GAIL who can mix 
some of the imports with its domestic gas priced at $2.50/
MMBtu. For most other importers, a lower price of around 
$8.00/MMBtu would make commercial sense.

The Mundra LNG terminal in Gujarat is due to 
start operations in the fourth quarter of 2017 with a 
commissioning cargo due in the second quarter.

The terminal is in the final phases of construction with 98% 
of the work complete.

GAIL’s offtake will commence from the US Cove Point plant 
due to start in late 2017.

 

SOUTHEAST ASIA

Thailand remains a key LNG importer in the region, with at 
least one new long-term contracts scheduled to start around 
mid-2017 following the closing of a 20-year deal with BP.

By this time the Map ta Phut terminal will have doubled 
capacity to 10mtpa.

Depending on crude oil pricing and spot LNG prices, state 
incumbent PTT could continue procuring a few spot cargoes 
via tenders to cover Thailand’s peak domestic demand 
during summer.

Malaysia’s state-owned major PETRONAS is expected to 
ramp up commercial output at the 3.6mtpa Train 9 plant in 
Bintulu and the 1.2mtpa floating PFLNG Satu project in the 
first quarter of 2017.

While the bulk of new production would be allocated to long-
term contracts as far as possible, PETRONAS is considered 
to be long in Pacific supply as it still has offtake from GLNG 
in eastern Australia.

The major will look to sell excess volumes on a short or 
mid-term basis until Malaysia’s domestic market can start 
absorbing more LNG.

Indonesia and the Philippines will in 2017 continue talks 
on improving small-scale LNG infrastructure to supply their 
respective gas-fired power plants.

Both countries expect domestic demand for imports to 
increase from the next decade as supply from gas fields 
depletes.

Indonesia, in particular, could announce new contracts in 
2017 if talks on more long-term LNG supply from 2019 run 
as expected.

Progress on a planned import terminal in the Philippines is 
still unclear as financing remains a key issue for potential 
operators.

Singapore’s long-term LNG import plans are on track, but its 
goal of being a key LNG trading hub for Asia is in limbo.

The uptake rate of the LNG futures contract on the 
Singapore Exchange (SGX) may stay low in 2017.

SGX saw only two LNG swaps for its futures product since 
launch in January 2016 and has to date just 24 contributors 
to its weekly free on board price index.

To improve the thinner-than-expected liquidity, SGX 
launched a new delivered price index for north Asia in 
September 2016, but global LNG participants are still 
unconvinced.
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Singapore’s LNG imports for 2017 are unlikely to exceed 
those of 2016, given that the country is still well-supplied by 
pipeline gas.

Throughput capacity at its existing terminal will, however, 
increase from 6mtpa to 11mtpa in 2017 following the 
addition of a fourth storage tank.

 
THE UNITED STATES 

Room for additional US LNG production is limited as no 
sales and purchase agreements have been signed since 
developer Venture Global and Shell agreed to a 20-year 
deal in February 2016.

Project developers will need to convince buyers that now 
is the time to secure supplies for the next wave of LNG 
demand.

Six US export projects are under construction in the US Gulf 
and East Coast.

After producing cargoes from the first two trains at the 
planned five-train, 22.5mtpa Sabine Pass export plant, 
Cheniere Energy anticipates reaching substantial completion 
on Train 3 by mid-2017, with Train 4 expected to start in the 
following months. Train 5 is also under construction.

Sabine Pass has been permitted for Train 6, but has yet to 
complete agreements with prospective buyers.

US-based utility Dominion is constructing the one-train, 
5.6mtpa plant at its Cove Point import terminal in Maryland. 
Cove Point is expected to be the next US export project to 
come online if the project is completed by late 2017.

A greater flurry of US LNG is scheduled for 2018.

These include the planned start of: Cheniere’s Corpus 
Christi LNG, a greenfield, three-train 13.5mtpa project: the 
US-based Kinder Morgan 2.5mtpa Elba plant where Shell 
is sole offtaker: Sempra’s 14.95mtpa Cameron LNG in 
Louisiana and the 13.2mtpa Freeport LNG in Texas.

NORTH AMERICA

Dozens more export projects are in various phases of 
development in the US and Canada, but the oversupply 
faced by buyers will be a difficult hurdle to overcome.

In the face of regulatory rejection, the developers of the 
proposed 6.8mtpa Jordan Cove export project in Oregon 
intends to re-submit a new application and try again.

The 8mtpa Magnolia LNG export project in Louisiana, 
recently received a non-free trade agreement (non-FTA) 
authorisation from the US Department of Energy (DOE) 
and regulator permits to construct the plant. The project 
has extended its offtake agreement with Meridian LNG to 
November 2017.

The 15.6mpta Golden Pass brownfield project, developed 
by a consortium of Qatar Petroleum (70%) and ExxonMobil 
(30%), received full regulator authorisation to construct on 
21 December, 2016.

Golden Pass now awaits non-FTA export authorisation from 
DOE. Once the non-FTA export authorisation is received, 
the project could take final investment decision (FID) in 
2017.

In Canada, only one project, the 2.1mtpa Woodfibre LNG, 
a mid-scale project located near Squamish in British 
Columbia, has taken FID. The project is targeting production 
by the middle of 2020.
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According to British Columbia’s Ministry of Natural Gas 
Development, 20 LNG export projects were in various 
stages of development in the province as of August 2016 
but another FID is not likely in the near term given the 
expectation of higher project costs and lack of buyer 
commitments.

 
SOUTH AMERICA

South America is well placed to receive some of the new 
US LNG coming online in the next few years but this could 
be limited by fluctuating demand in different countries and, 
after a reduction in 2016 LNG consumption, in the region as 
a whole. 

In Argentina, gas distributor ENARSA has made plans to 
tender for a new floating storage regasification unit (FSRU) 
near its existing Bahia Blanca import facility, with plans for a 
start-up by August 2018.

The tender is expected to be launched by the first quarter  
of 2017, and a preferred supplier to be selected by  
March 2017.

In Brazil, the first private floating import terminal is taking 
shape after Bermuda-based ship owner Golar took FID  
on the proposed Sergipe power project and FSRU in 
October 2016.

The project includes a 1.5GW combined-cycle power plant 
and chartering the newbuild 170,000cbm Golar Nanook 
starting in November 2017.

Petrobras also has plans to end its charter early for the 
128,000cbm Golar Spirit, in June 2017, which is currently in 
Guanabara Bay.

This leaves Petrobras with its Salvador and Pecem floating 
terminals, which will likely be considered flexible among the 
three ports.

Separately, gas distributor Bahiagas also has gained 
approval to independently import LNG through Petrobras’ 
Salvador floating terminal.

In Chile, the proposed newbuild GNL Penco floating 
terminal, which is partly underpinned by US-based 
Cheniere, was expected to take FID by the end of 2016 but 
failed to reach its target.

The new-build terminal planned for the southern tip of Chile 
has advanced through regulatory permitting and would be 
supplied by Cheniere’s Corpus Christi project.

Colombia, as one of the newest countries to join the ranks of 
importing South American nations, has yet to receive its first 
commercial cargo. The FSRU, provided by Norway’s Hoegh, 
was installed in November 2016 near the port of Cartagena.

But improved hydrology in the country and higher global 
LNG spot prices led to the cancellation of the first spot 

tender held by Calamari LNG, the entity in charge of 
procuring LNG.

The sporadic nature of the demand in Colombia means 
that Calamari LNG will likely only seek out LNG on a short-
term basis.

In the Caribbean, US-based investment fund New Fortress 
has started up the first LNG import infrastructure with 
Jamaica Public Services, the public utility, with a floating 
storage unit (FSU) and small-scale shuttle vessel.

While the project has received its first commissioning cargo, 
New Fortress will be responsible for bringing in the rest of 
the supply.

New Fortress initially planned to supply the project with 
peak-shaving volumes from a Florida facility, but may look to 
supply from the conventional, global LNG market. However, 
annual quantities are expected to be small.

 
EUROPE

Very cold weather pushed up European gas hub prices 
in January, with southern Europe particularly exposed. 
Reloads have continued from northwest Europe where the 
solution to rising demand will still largely be covered by pipe 
gas in 2017.

Further restrictions on cuts to production at the major 
Dutch Groningen field have provisionally been ruled out but 
Russian and Norwegian pipe flows could continue to grow 
their share in the northwest European supply mix.
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The Dutch TTF will remain the most influential European 
hub price and could underpin the pricing basis of further 
mid-term supply deals with a European destination.

The contractual oversupply in Japan in 2017 could push 
Asian utilities to make the most of a range of flexible 
contracts signed with European traders which include cargo 
swaps and provide access to regas capacity. 

The existing surplus regas capacity in Europe, combined 
with the region’s liquid trading hubs such as the UK NBP 
and the Dutch TTF markets, will continue to make Europe a 
viable option but much will depend on price spreads which 
currently do not look viable.

The 13 billion cubic metre (bcm)/year French Dunkirk LNG 
terminal began commercial operations on 1 January, 2017, 
after receiving commissioning cargoes in late 2016.

Terminal owners EDF and Total of France have 8bcm/year 
and 2bcm/year of regas capacity respectively booked under 
long-term contracts, while the remaining 3bcm/year has 
been up for sale for an extended period.

Dunkirk could be one location that receives US LNG 
depending on demand elsewhere, with Cheniere’s supply 
contract with EDF to start in 2017.

Turkey’s new FSRU, ENGIE’s 145,000cbm Neptune was 
inaugurated in late December.

The Neptune arrived on 11 December fully loaded with 
LNG and immediately began commissioning operations, 
according to ENGIE.

An expansion at the Greek import terminal at Revithoussa 
was scheduled for completion by the end of 2016 but 
available storage capacity is still listed at 110,000cbm as  
of January.

 

IBERIA

In Spain, a cut in the regulated tariff associated with 
reloading LNG cargoes is expected to be implemented in 
January, which would make the fixed cost reloading more 
competitive with other European reload locations.

Whether LNG reloads are viable from Spain will depend on 
the underlying hub price.

The spread between hub prices in Spain and those at the 
benchmark Dutch TTF market can be very volatile. At times in 
the summer of 2016, Spanish front-month hub prices were more 
or less flat with those at the TTF, but from late 2016 moved to a 
significant premium, making reloads extremely unlikely.

Any change in the Spanish reload tariff could have an 
impact on neighbour Portugal’s Sines LNG terminal, which 
was the Iberian reload port of choice in 2016.

 
AFRICA

The long path to an FID in Mozambique could be reached 
in 2017 after BP agreed to take 100% of the 3.3mtpa which 
could come from Eni’s Coral South FLNG plant.

With an increasing focus on smaller-scale floating  
export production, upstream company Ophir will look to  
push through FID on the Fortuna FLNG project in  
Equatorial Guinea.

Cameroon FLNG is scheduled to start production in the 
second half of 2017 using a vessel that is being converted 
by ship owner Golar. Gazprom Marketing & Trading will lift 
the 1.2mtpa. 

Long-standing exporters in Algeria and Nigeria will hope for 
a quieter year with no major feedgas or logistical issues.

Back to contents
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Regular tenders from Angola LNG will depend on consistent 
production at 5.2mtpa plant which has a supply contract with 
EDF from 2016 to 2018.

On the import side, Ghana will have to balance 
incoming funds to develop domestic gas production and 
pending FSRU projects. One FSRU, the Golar Tundra, 
has yet to start operations despite arriving in Tema in 
May, 2016. However a second FSRU lined up from 
Hoegh  is due to arrive for a different project between 
late 2017 and mid 2018.

 
MIDDLE EAST

The Middle East region will remain important for spot 
volumes.

Driven by demand from Egypt’s state-owned gas buyer 
EGAS, the Middle East is likely to be one of the top sources 
of demand for incremental cargoes in 2017.

Egypt secured nearly 70 cargoes in the recent tender but 
recently cancelled a tender for a third FSRU as domestic 
pipe gas production expected to start at the massive Zohr 
field late in 2017.

In the meantime, EGAS is likely to supplement its existing 
commitments with deals on a bilateral basis with state-
owned companies, as it has done in the past. The bulk of 
supply will likely be sourced from Qatari producers RasGas 
and Qatargas.

Dubai’s state-owned energy company DUSUP will absorb 
volumes on the basis of short-term string deals, which it has 
secured with several energy traders. The company is also 
likely to enter the market in the spring to secure cargoes  
for storage.

Regional neighbour, Abu Dhabi, is in negotiations to supply 
its recently-acquired FSRU, sources said.

While no commercial cargoes have yet been delivered, the 
emirate is understood to be in discussions with a Qatari 
producer for volumes in 2017. Some cargoes can be 
secured on a spot basis as well, sources close to state-
owned oil company ADNOC said.

Jordan and Kuwait will continue to play an important part 
as regional pullers of cargoes, particularly though the 
optimisation plays of existing suppliers.

 
RUSSIA

Russia’s incumbent gas producer Gazprom may restrict its 
activity in 2017, sources said, following losses in 2016.

Gazprom Marketing & Trading has not been very active in 
recent sell tenders. The supplier will rely on volumes from 
its own offtake at Sakhalin-2, as well as a structured supply 
position in Nigeria.

The company’s target markets remain the Middle East and 
South America, sources said.

In the long-term, the company, in conjunction with Anglo-
Dutch major Shell, is marketing volumes from train 3 at the 
planned expansion of Sakhalin-2.

The plant is overproducing, and, depending on annual 
nominations by long-term offtakers, could offer more flexible 
volumes on the market through tenders.

Russia’s incumbent oil producer Rosneft is in talks with 
Egypt’s EGAS to conclude another intergovernmental 
agreement for the delivery of cargoes, sources said.

The company sold several cargoes in 2016 to Egypt, all of 
which were backfilled by Trafigura.

Russia’s independent gas producer NOVATEK is also likely 
to expand its participation in the spot market prior to the 
onset of production at Yamal LNG.

Yamal is expected to produce first volumes in late 2017. The 
company is relying on a complex trans-shipment model to 
optimise on shipping logistics.

 
SHIPPING  

Charter rates have made a firm start to 2017 with sources 
widely bullish over the next 12 months. But much could 
depend on the timing of new LNG production start-ups with 
43 vessels due for delivery this year, according to the LNG 
Edge order book.
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Optimisation of shipping capacity will be a key theme of 
2017. Reducing voyage times and vessel idling times will be 
a challenge for companies that are still searching for buyers 
for their US offtake.

Deals in 2016 such as Centrica’s swap with Japan’s Tokyo 
Gas are primarily an exercise in saving on shipping costs 
within Atlantic and Pacific basins.

Mergers of gas giants Shell and BG early in 2016 and then 
RasGas and Qatargas will result in larger fleets and greater 
optimisation for the combined companies.

Ship owners themselves are finding ways of pooling and 
optimising their fleets. Tanker pooling service Cool Pool is 
searching for more vessels to add to its fleet from partners 
Dynagas, Gaslog and Golar.
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